
SCHF Bragging Rights Only (BRO) Homebrew Competition

1. Only one (1) entry per club.  Independent Brewers or prior Clubs not scheduled to pour
at the fest for that particular year can enter as long as they meet the requirement #2 of the
“Attending Club Policy”.

2. The beer must be brewed on homebrew equipment ONLY. Professional brewers are
allowed to enter through their club, but the beer must be brewed without the use of professional
equipment, or at an operating brewery.

3. If you have the winning entry, you must have at least 4+ gallons identified as the winner
and pouring at your booth on Saturday. The winning entry is subject to comparison by the CHA
Board or BRO Judges. Substitution of the winning entry for any other beer can lead to club
disqualification from future BRO competitions.

4. Entries must be in a: one (1) 32 oz. or 64 oz growler, two (2) 22 oz. bottles, or three (3)
12 oz. bottles. Vessels will not be returned to the clubs. Bottles must be labeled with the
Brewer(s) Name, Club Name, and include any special sub-style or ingredients for judging
purposes.

5. Entries must be received between 6:00 and 7:00 p.m. at the Fest site CHA booth. This
time is subject to change; please ask the Board of Directors for updates.

6. Judging will begin at 7:30 p.m. (time is subject to change)

7. There will be no score sheets or critiques from the judges; judging will follow BJCP style
guidelines although it is not a BJCP sanctioned competition.

8. The 1st Place is the Bragging Rights Only Winner. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place entries are
valid for CHA-Organized Competition Points in CHA Competitions.

9. The winning entry will be announced during the Fest opening remarks and will be able to
display the BRO Winner flag at their booth. The flag may not be taken home by the club;
it remains the property of the CHA.
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